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WOOD ESSENCE

Quality surfaces, exclusive of refinement. 
Traditional and modern blend in higher 
quality woods, durable and prestigious. No 
material is able to transmit the heat as the 
wood essence. Only the wood essence gives 
environments unique atmospheres; woods 
have different colors, grain and different 
levels of density. A product of great excellence, 
worked on sampling.

L’Invisibile system is the technological evolution of an old concept: 
dungeons. Doors that exist in perfect continuity with their setting, and were 
used throughout history to conceal from view openings whose existence we 
should not be aware of. For a long time it was the invisible door that had to 
disappear into the wall. But L’Invisibile has evolved from this project. Now, 
L’Invisibile reveal themselves with special colours, essences and finishes 
giving designers full freedom of combination.
New finishes and materials are applicable on the panels for a rich and 
sumptuous decorations that can give to the interiors a unique touch.
Make the most of our wide choice of colours, essences and materials for 
your surface finishes.Discover our proposals and meet our partners.

These are simulation. Any kind of request must be analyzed taking into account feasibility.

YOUR CUSTOM DOOR
LACQUERING

Lacquers by L’Invisibile refer exclusively to 
RAL classic K5 sample book.
Lacquered colours are compliant to matt/
glossy effect requirements:
Matt lacquered finish: 10 gloss
Glossy lacquered finish: “100” gloss

NATURAL STONES

Emistone® is natural stone veneer
laminated to a fibreglass and 
polyester resin substrate.
Emistone® is a Calubini Group 
brand, a leader in the production 
of natural stone slabs. Is a collec-
tion of thin slabs of natural stone 
of various types and colours laid 
on a fiberglass and resin layer.

BOISERIE

The surface at the service of 
furnishing. Tactis (BVR’s brand) 
is an interior wall panel with 
special, unmistakable aesthetic 
qualities, which explores the 
trend for highly tactile textures, 
bold motifs, and unusual colour 
combinations. In addition, Tactis 
allows a high degree of 
customization, making it the 
perfect partner for more creative 
projects.

LEATHER

The most innovative finishes. Leather 
is a natural product with very high 
durability and aesthetic characteristics. A 
prestigious choice to coat surfaces with 
original textures, to stand out with unique 
materials, prestigious and sophisticated. 
There’s no limit to the variety of leather  
overlays on offer. Brightness, strength, 
elegance, are just a few of the reasons 
why choose to coat a door with leather.

ADVANCED RESIN SOLUTIONS

REZART brings you total creative freedom 
to personalise, enhance and transform your 
interior design projects with exclusive made-
to-measure decorative resin panels and 
interior design accessories.

VENEERED WOOD

ALPI is a prestigious Italian brand 
synonimous with prime quality, environ-
mental friendlyness and a special focus on 
design elements. Alpi is the best choice 
in terms of quality, product versatility 
and eco-efficiency. ALPIlignum features 
massive customisation potential and 
great aesthetic variety: it is possible 
to reproduce the colours and veins of 
natural woods or create design wood in 
new colour shades; designers will find 
in Alpilignum a highly versatile wood to 
fulfil their creative requirements.

 

METAL

Glossy or matt “natural” copper and 
brass, satin-polished aluminium… there’s 
virtually no limit to the variety of metal 
overlays on offer.
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veneeReD wOOD - PARTneR ALPI

Since constant research means Alpi can produce reconstituted wood and propose lines with specific 
functions, as well as perfect products for small producers and large industries alike. In addition to 
products that minimise waste during production and use, Alpi also operates with the highest sense of 
responsibility towards nature not the least by warranting the legal certification off all our wood. ALPI 
not only produces reconstituted wood but also offers a huge variety of woods and patterns that are 
transformed into visions and trends where they come to life in projects developed by architects and 
designers. Alpilignum Collection on catalogue, ‘Colour&Design’ and ‘Atelier’ collections are available on 
demand.

All textures of available finishes may be viewed on the partner’s website: www.alpiwood.com

ALPIwOOD COLLeCTIOn

COLOUR & DeSIgn COLLeCTIOn

1019 Planked Walnut

1101 Oak 519

1107 Light grey Erable

1302 Grey 1985

1309 Silver 2172

1085 Fumed Oak 2

1023 Indian rosewood

1033 Wengè 3

1063 White Oak

1071 Zebra Wood

1043 Gabon Ebony

1102 Grey 1853

1108 Grey Vavona

1303 Grey 2097

1069 Breeze Oak

1088 Zingana

1024 Santos rosewood

1041 Ebony

1064 Décapé

1064 Décapé

1082 Iced Oak

1103 Grey 1932

1081 Style Oak

1304 Mixed Green 2098

1065 Grey Oak1

1105 Turtledove 2173

1087 Turtledove

1306 Grey 791

1060

1016 American walnut

1031 Wengè 1

1042 Ammara Ebony

1067 Dark oak

1060 Planked Oak

1084 Slavony Oak

1104 Grey 2091

1083 Beige Oak

1305 Grey 2110

1066 Grey Oak 2

1106 Ice 1960

1301 Grey 1984

1307 Black 65

1018 Canaletto Walnut

1032 Wengè 2

1061 Oak

1068 Fumed Oak
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nATURAL STOneS - PARTneR eMISTOne®

L’Invisibile initiated an important partnership with EMISTONE®, a Calubini Group brand, a leader in 
the production of natural stone slabs. EMISTONE® is a collection of thin slabs of natural stone of various 
types and colours laid on a fiberglass and resin layer.
In order to obtain the typical characteristics of EMISTONE®, the slab is coupled to a thin supporting 
layer of matt fiberglass, fabric or transparent resin depending on applications. This product is meant 
for indoor or outdoor overlay finishes as well as for any other surface that needs renovating given its 
reduced thickness (2 mm), lightness (1.8 kg/ sq.m.) and simple application making it easy and quick 
to install.

eMISTOne

This is the reason why L’Invisibile is now partnering with EMISTONE®

A partnership that is synonymous with pure emotion on panels. The physicality of stone, its colours, natural 
veins and nuances give panels a unique charm and, when slabs are flush mounted between the door and the 
wall, the final result is flawless.
The stone types used for EMISTONE® are generally mica and slate. The characteristics of these materials are 
such that a thin stone overlay can easily be applied on a supporting layer giving the final structure flexibility 
while retaining all the physical qualities of stone for an ultimately fine-looking architectural effect.

All textures of available finishes may be viewed on the partner’s website: www.emistone.com

Afrodite

Berenice

Euridice

Hebe

Rea

Ariadne

Callisto

Eris

Hecate

Selene

Artemide

Demetra

Galatea

Hera

Sibilla

Astrea

Eos

Gea

Iris

Themis
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MeTAL

Surfaces shine, of metal. Amazing finishes that can be applied on all doors,
available for the designer to give form to a space that reflects his/her imagination. 

Available finishes

• “Natural” copper glossy/matt, “natural” brass glossy/matt, satin aluminium.
    Other finishes on demand.
• Metal plates are applied on the facades of the honeycomb panel by glueing
   in the press. The edge of the panel is provided lacquered as the metal surfaces.
• Accessories in standard finishes.

MeTALS

Glossy natural brass

 Matt natural brass

Glossy natural copper

 Matt natural copper

Satin aluminum
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LACQUeRIng

Lacquers by Portarredo refer exclusively to RAL classic K5 sample book.
Lacquered colours are supplied following the opacity/lucidity ratio indicated below:
Matt lacquered finishing: 10 gloss Glossy lacquered finishing: “100” gloss

RAL® RAL®
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wOOD eSSenCe

Quality surfaces, exclusive of refinement. Traditional and modern blend in higher quality 
woods, durable and prestigious. No material is able to transmit the heat as the wood 
essence. Only the wood essence gives environments unique atmospheres; woods have 
different colors, grain and different levels of density. A product of great excellence, 
worked on sampling.

wOOD eSSenCe

White brushed fir

Rosewood

Birch

Canaletto Walnut
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LeATHeR

The most innovative finishes. Leather is a natural product with very high durability  
and aesthetic characteristics. A prestigious choice to coat surfaces with original 
textures, to stand out with unique materials, prestigious and sophisticated. There’s no 
limit to the variety of leather  overlays on offer. Brightness, strength, elegance, are 
just a few of the reasons why choose to coat a door with leather.

LeATHeR

Breed

Alligator

Reptile

Rhino

Python

Crocodile

Shark

Ostrich

Camel
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ADvAnCeD ReSIn SOLUTIOnS - PARTneR ReZART

REZART has successfully taken the art of resin to a pioneering new level owing to an innovative 
approach to its application. High-calibre design and interior trend forecasting expertise combine 
to provide a dynamic made to measure service for the production of truly unique made-to-measure 
decorative resin panels and accessories for personalising interiors. Any design, any colour, on 
practically any surface.

All textures of available finishes may be viewed on the partner’s website:
www.rezart.it

eXAMPLeS ReZART DeSIgn
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BOISERIE - PARTNER TACTIS

TACTIS produce interiors coatings for tactile surfaces an MDF panel that can be used to build doors 
and cover internal surfaces in order to create unique atmospheres with a strong visual impact. The 
Tactis claddings bring to life new visual and tactile sensations. In this way, design projects take shape 
from the room’s fittings and furnishings, guaranteeing maximum creative freedom.

All textures of available finishes may be viewed on the partner’s website: www.tactis.it

eXAMPLeS TACTIS DeSIgn

Alnatt

Orloff

Fiorentino

Excelsior

Alnatt 2

Taylor Burton

Graff Pink

Gran Mogol

Millenium

Centenary Pumpking

Hanckock

Cullinam

Millenium Star Hortensia

Briolette Arcot

Hope The Flame

Ko-i-noor Krupp
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L’InvISIBILe by Portarredo srl - Argenta (Fe) - Italy - Tel. +39.0532.800.960 - www.linvisibile.it - info@linvisibile.it
The supplied doors lacquered, veneered, stone, metal, or other materials may depart (by type of vein, hue, brightness and drawing) from the possible sample 
viewed. Therefore these samples may serve to give an idea of the hues and essences, while they are not suitable for reproduction or verification the same. All 
media reproducing the finishes are non-binding for the acceptance of the product.


